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Standard EBU settings for EBUScore programs - Gordon Rainsford 5 January 2016 

 

In the “Club Event Details” screen, ensure that the Club NBO No is set as “EBU”, and that the P2P rate is set as “99”.  

If you are scoring an event for a county, ensure you select the correct P2P rate (eg “30” or “60”). 

Ensure the date is correct (especially if the event was set up in advance). For events that run over more than one day, you should change the 

date each day BEFORE you create the Bridgemate scoring database file. If you forget, do not change it once the event is underway but 

instead change it at the end of the session before you upload the results, or by responding to the prompt when you upload to Pianola. 
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Select the appropriate MP Scale. Ensure you have ticked “Stratified Event” and “Blue Pointed Event” for events where they apply. 

Select the right-hand “SP/EB Scale Details” tab above to access the screen below. 
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Fill out the tables above as appropriate, and then click one of the pink buttons to see the awards as they will be applied as in the 

right-hand box above. 

You may need to do this more than once to get it right. If you are only awarding master points for matches won and not  

for ranking, you may need to enter “0” for the Top Award and Lowest Award, and “100” for the Percent of Field. 

If you have set up the movement with “spare” tables, as is often sensible to accommodate late pairs or changing lineups, you should 

enter the actual number of table in the Full Tables box above. 
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Select the left-hand “Masterpoints” tab again and click “OK” to go back to the “Club Event Details” screen,  

from where you can click on the orange “Prizes” button to get to the screen below. 

 

 

Indicate how many main prizes there are as Category “P”. 

Use “B” & “C” for stratification prizes (if any). 

You may use other tags for other prize groups, such as “J” for Junior. 

List them in the order they need to be applied. 

If it is a qualifying event, indicate the number of qualifiers above, using 1,2 or 3 as appropriate. 
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In the “Bridgemate Scoring” page (after you have assigned and clicked “Create Database”), select the “Player Numbers tab and ensure that  

“Add Visitors to Player Database” is ticked before you start receiving results. To “get out” of this tab, and any of the others below that  

are accessed from the “Bridgemate Scoring” page, you need to select the “Results” tab and then click “Return to Event Menu”. 
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In the “Bridgemate Scoring” page, select the “Admin” tab and ensure that “BCS Control Program” points to where your BMPro is stored, and that “NBO 

Names File(BMPlayerDB.mdb)” points to where the National Player Database is kept. Usually they will be in the same place, which is likely to be 

C:\Program Files for 32-bit computers, and C:\Program Files (x86) for 64-bit computers. However’, there have been some reports of problems with 

updating this database when it is stored in a Program Files location, because of the privileges required to write to files that are stored there. If you think 

you might have a problem of this nature, you should try moving your BMPlayerDB.mdb outside of the Program Files folders (perhaps make a new folder to 

store it at C:\Bridgemate\ BMPlayerDB.mdb) but then ensure the path and filename above match its new location. 

If you want to have live results displayed on a website you will need to fill in the appropriate details for the website, tick the “Web Update” box and usually 

leave the “Scrolling Display” box unticked (unless you are using this as a method of displaying results in a remote part of the venue). 
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From the “Player Names” screen, click on the “Player Database” button and then click on  

“Download EBU Database” (you’ll see a warning like the one above if the latest list is not loaded). 

The “Members.dat” file is not in the same format as the one that was used by JS Scorers, so you need  

to use on of the right sort – such as the one stored on Google Drive with all our tournament members in it. 
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Then click on the centre tab to access this “Player Management” screen. This is where you set the Stratification Levels  

if relevant, and click the “Set All Missing EBU Details” button to update these details in the member database. Since  

wehave a very large database this will take a while. You should tick “Non-Interactive” so that you can go away and do  

something else while the computer does this. Otherwise you would have to endlessly OK queries as it ploughed its way  

through nearly 7000 entries. 
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From the “Bridgemate Scoring” page, click on the “Set BCS Options” button to reach the left tab (above), and right tab (below). 

Standard options are as shown, but they may be modified as necessary (eg you won’t show previous results or percentages  

in teams events; you won’t group sections together if you are running more than one event off one computer; you won’t  

usually ask for “Member Numbers” in the second or subsequent session of an event – and you’ll get a warning message if you try.) 
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We have traditionally not shown “Remaining number of boards to be played” because the wording displayed on the Bridgemate unit was  

a bit confusing, but now that it has been changed you may wish to tick that box. Do ensure that the “Recording game” options are not  

ticked. Do show “Next seatings at end of round” in Swiss Pairs events and always have “Score recap” ticked to show automatically. 

Experience has shown us that it is essential that “Allow players to erase scores” is not enabled and that the PIN Code be changed to  

something the players won’t guess. “Enable RESET Function Key” helps you if you find a Bridgemate that hasn’t been logged off from a  

previous event and you don’t know what TD PIN code it was set with. 

These notes have been illustrated with examples from the current version of SwissPairsScorer. Other EBUScore scorers follow similar  

principles, but may have small differences of layout. They are all updated regularly so further differences of layout may develop over time. 


